Office of the Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

GTS Task Force Report:
Defining a Path Forward for Georgia
Tech‐Savannah
Appendix O: Draft Implementation Plan for Proposed
Recommendations
Any thriving and self‐sustaining activity will continuously assess its activities and refocus its efforts
to meet market demand. As such, it is recommended that Georgia Tech leadership establish an
implementation group that will guide both local and Atlanta stakeholder participation, the
following are draft guidelines and preliminary plans for that group.
People/Organizations











Strive to preserve employment whenever possible
Engage local staff in the path forward through involvement in activities and planning as
appropriate
Leverage local expertise in new mission, initially and long term
Provide training as needed for staff in new mission areas, inclusive of GTS staff
Develop roles for advisory boards alone and in combination with other GT boards
Engage local (e.g., SEDA, Gulfstream, JCB, Herty, Port Authority, etc), national and
international corporations, and military in a dialog that fosters program development and
delivery that meets economic and workforce development needs
Leverage the coastal communities between Charleston, SC, and Jacksonville, FL, and inland
to Augusta
Enlist/hire a business‐to‐business development officer for the local community
Encourage strong and supportive ties to Atlanta, establishing a unique identity for Savannah
and leveraging the people, programs, processes and resources for maximum efficiency

Market Assessment




Initiate market studies with local community to determine needs
Initiate market studies with military and corporate partners
Determine how the on‐going study with Georgia National Guard can be leveraged with the
GTS activities
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Determine the feasibility of local participation in video teleconferenced activities
originating from other Georgia Tech locations
Engage local and national/international individuals and groups via development activities
that may provide naming of facilities or programs

Processes









Document lessons learned from GT‐Savannah's past
Develop and expand business models that allow for a sustainable path forward
Leverage and integrate existing processes that are best in breed for the GT enterprise
Engage SACS and ABET such that existing undergraduate programs are phased out but that
the campus is not closing and new programs will be forthcoming for approvals
Develop a strong assessment culture that measures impact of the programs offered and can
be used to develop new activities as well as sunset programs that are no longer desired
Leverage existing activities and processes with existing/renewed processes. For example,
consider emphasizing aspects of DLPE that meet the new missions — offering professional
master’s degrees, executive education and non‐credit activities — with processes that
ensure Georgia Tech quality but also allow for a nimble and agile entity
Provide funding and other means of support that invests in these new directions so that
they can grow as measured against well‐defined and transparent goals

Programs






Non‐credit programs
 Based on local demand, bring existing executive education and other non‐credit
programs to GTS
 Develop new non‐credit content, utilizing the assets of the region and Georgia Tech
mission
 Assess and align K‐12 outreach programs with other GT activities so that the best of all
programs can be available in multiple locations
 Determine feasibility and models for partnering with USG programs to be offered at GTS
 Determine feasibility of partnering with other universities that brings unique programs
to Savannah (e.g., emerging conversation with GT, University of Washington, University
of British Columbia, University of Texas and Tulane University on port management)
 Determine applicability for hosting local conferences at GTS
Professional master’s degree programs
 Determine feasibility of having a GTS cohort of the applied systems engineering
program
 Develop professional master’s degree content that is most relevant to setting the path
for future programs — such as topics of logistics, computing, or marine engineering —
and that are unique to Savannah
 Utilize and leverage staffing that can serve the unique adult student needs in these
programs, understanding that most of these support activities will be outside of
traditional business hours
Student involvement
 Co‐operative assignments
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Internships
Classroom/research project study
Engagement with other educational entities in the Savannah area such as SCAD and
Skidaway
Local research, economic development and business development
 Ascertain and develop local research activities, including GTRI, perhaps with rotating
faculty and graduate student activities tied to the local community as appropriate
 Continue and enhance the presence of the Enterprise Innovation Institute via activities
such as ATDC and the Manufacturing Education Program

Facilities





Inventory existing space and equipment, especially distance learning technologies, to
provide for services/operations that signify the highest quality of learning facilities with
outstanding customer/student service
Determine local catering options
Determine if options exist for Hunter Army Airfield to utilize GTS space

Communication and Marketing Plans






Develop communication channels for local and Atlanta‐based stakeholders that address
mission/vision and reporting of progress in meeting goals
Develop communication timelines that create and sustain excitement and momentum going
forward
Engage in GT Brand awareness activities in Savannah as well as targeted marketing that is
program specific
Leverage existing marketing expertise from the Atlanta campus but tailored to the local
environment
Bring Georgia Tech activities to Savannah as appropriate, for example a sporting event per
year (e.g., basketball/baseball) or other venues such as a spin‐off from FutureMedia in
conjunction with SCAD

Financial




Develop self‐sustaining budget and forecasting models, in alignment with DLPE models that
ensure viable programs
Provide metrics and transparent reporting models that showcase a program's success or
need to realign/sunset
Develop budget models with the Institute that provide for support and success, especially in
the transitional periods
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